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Tax + DR = Best Friends Forever 

n  Get to know your local tax  
   attorneys. It is important that you  
   work together from the beginning when your 

DR client also has tax problems.  

n  This training will highlight, step by step, tax 
issues to consider as you progress through 
your DR case.  

n  BUT- this training doesn’t replace the need 
for specific advice from a tax attorney.  
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When Should Tax Issues be Considered? 

n  The Interview 
n  Drafting Pleadings 
n  The Discovery Process 
n  Negotiations or Trial 
n  Writing the Decree 
n  Post Divorce Cleanup 

4 

 
The Interview 
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Tax Questions For Your Client 

n  Did you file a tax return this year? 
q  If you did not file a return, why not? 

n  What was your filing status on your return? 

n  Did you file for the Earned Income Credit? 

n  Were you unable to file electronically because someone else filed first? 

n  Did the IRS hold or freeze your refund? 

n  Have you received any notices from the IRS (or state or local tax authorities) that you 
or your spouse owe money to the IRS (or state or local tax authorities)? 

n  Has the IRS taken your refund to pay a tax debt? 
n  Need guidance discussing debts with your client?  Help is available:  http://

crdvsi.wordpress.com/2011/04/19/consumer-rights-screening-tool 
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Consult with a Tax Attorney 
n  Review your client’s answers with a tax 

attorney- strategize together from the 
beginning.  
q  If you wait until you write the decree to think about 

taxes it is too late! 

n  Tax issues can be a sign of  
    financial abuse duress, or  
    control. Use this information to  
    benefit your client. 
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Drafting Pleadings 
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Taxes Problems can  
Signal Abuse    

n  Consider if your client’s tax problems are a form of 
abuse. If they are, put it in your pleadings.  

n  Examples:  
q  Was your client forced to sign the return?  
q  Did your client’s spouse purposefully leave your client’s 

income off the return, causing your client to have a tax 
debt? 

q  Did your client's spouse steal your client's identity by using 
her/his social security number to file returns? 
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The Discovery Process 
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Use Discovery to Help You and the Tax 
Attorney 
n  There is no discovery process in the early stages of 

a tax case.  You may provide the only way for the 
tax attorney to get information. 

n  Ask if the OP has already filed a tax return. 
n  Ask for all tax related documents: 

q  Tax returns 
q  Letters from the IRS ( and state or local authorities) 
q  W2’s for OP and your client 
q  1099’s (including 1099C and 1099MISC) for OP and your 

client 
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Use IRS records to benefit  
your DR Case 
n  Use the Form 4506-T to request  
    transcripts from the IRS 

q  Ask your client to sign it to get your client’s 
records or to get joint records 

q  Request through discovery, or through a court 
order, that OP sign the 4506-T so you can access 
records only pertinent to OP 

q  Form 4506-T allows you to obtain different kinds 
of computerized transcripts about your client and 
her/his spouse 
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Use IRS records to help your DR Case 
n  There are several kinds of IRS transcripts 

q  Account Transcripts (shows the balance owed for that tax year 
and if audits have occurred) 
n  Request these back 10 years- that is the SOL for the IRS to collect a 

debt once it has been assessed (determined owed) you can request 
transcripts of “separate assessments” if the OP may have tried to 
take action on the tax debts.  Account transcripts may show litigation 
codes if the OP filed court action, including a bankruptcy 

q  Tax Return Transcripts (shows every line on the tax return your 
client filed) 
n  Use these to compare the amount of income reported to the IRS if 

OP claims to not have copies of the returns 

q  Wage and Income Transcripts (shows the W2s and 1099s filed 
by payors under a person’s SSN) 
n  Ask that the OP sign the 4506-T, then obtain OP’s wage and income 

transcripts to see if you have an accurate income amounts. 
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Negotiations or Trial 
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Protecting your Client 

n  The decisions made in a divorce or in a 
custody determination can have tax 
consequences for years to come.  

n  Be sure to consider the  
    tax implications of your  
    decisions.  
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What about this year’s tax 

return be filed? 

16 

 The Tax Return 
• Filing status 
 
• Why is filing status important? 
 
• Changing the filing status 
 
• Questions to Consider 
Regarding Choice of Filing Status 
 
• I don’t have a Social Security 
Number. What can I do?   
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Filing Status –  
Married Taxpayers 
 
n  Married Taxpayers can be: 

q  Married filing jointly 
q  Married filing separately 
q  Head of household 
 

n  Marital status is determined as of 
the last day of the tax year.  

18 

Why is filing status important? 
Married filing jointly 
 n  Joint and several liability for all  

 information on the tax return 
 
n  Allows IRS to pursue one or both  

 taxpayers for any debt connected with  
    that tax return 

n  Allows IRS to offset entire refund to pay 
one spouse’s liabilities, even where 
only one spouse owes the liability (e.g., 
child support, student loans, other 
federal debt) 
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Why is filing status important? 
Why do taxpayers file jointly? 
n  Many taxpayers believe a joint return is  

 required 
 
n  They cannot claim the EITC if they file 

  “married filing separate” 
 
n  They do not qualify for certain tax deductions such as student loan 

interest deduction or dependent care credit if they file “married 
filing separate” 

 
n  Use refunds to pay uncontested joint tax debts.  
 
n  Think about the big picture when deciding to file jointly- balance 

immediate monetary benefit with long term goals (ex: EITC this 
year v. tax records to use in immigration court in the future). 
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Why is filing status important? 
Married filing separately 

n  Segregates spousal income 
n  Limits liability to the person  

 filing the tax return 
n  Prohibits taxpayer from  

    claiming the earned  
    income tax credit,  
    student loan interest   

           deduction, and dependent  
           care credit 
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Why is filing status important? 
Head of Household 

n  Allows higher standard 
deduction than married filing 
separately 

 
n  Permits taxpayers to claim 

the earned income tax credit 

22 

Why is filing status important? 
Head of Household - Definition 

n  Defined at IRC Sec. 2(b) and 7703(b):  
q  taxpayer’s home has to be principal place of abode 

for his/her dependents 
 
q  taxpayer has to have provided more than half of the 

support for the household (rent/mortgage, utilities, 
food consumed at home, other household expenses) 

 
q  taxpayer has to be “not married” which 

 means living separate and apart  
 from spouse for the last  
 six months of the year 
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Why is filing status important? 
Changing the Filing Status, IRC Sec. 6013  
 
n  Married Filing Joint to Married Filing Separate: 

Taxpayer has until April 15 of the year the return was 
due to file a separate return   

n  Married Filing Separate  
 to Married Filing Joint:  
 Taxpayer has until three  
 years from when the return  
 was due to change filing  
 status (but see limitations at Sec. 6013(a)(2). 
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Why is filing status important? 
Questions to Consider Regarding Choice of Filing Status  

n  Is spouse secretive about financial information? 
n  Do you know about and have access to all family bank accounts? 
n  Do you know how much your spouse earns? 
n  Is your spouse physically or emotionally abusive? 
n  Is your spouse self-employed? 
n  If so, does s/he keep good records? 
n  Does your spouse control financial decisions for  

 your family? 
n  Does your spouse owe prior tax debts? 
n  Is your spouse current in filing tax returns? 
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Why is filing status important? 
I don’t have a Social Security Number.  
What can I do? 

n  DO NOT file under a SSN that is not  
 yours. This has identity theft implications.  

 

n  Apply for an Individual Tax Identification Number (ITIN).  
 (IRS form W-7). 

 

n  You can only do this when you are filing your taxes. The W-7 must 
be completed and attached to a tax return in order to be processed. 
See IRS Pub. 1915 for details.  

 

n  You will be required to submit proof of identity such as a valid 
passport, a birth certificate, other forms of ID that have a picture or 
expiration dates. You may have to send in multiple documents 
depending on which ones you use.   NOTE:  The IRS is reviewing 
its rules regarding the ITIN process. 
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Why is filing status important? 
I don’t have a Social Security Number. What can I do? 

n  Ask for help- this can be  
 complicated and you may have  
 to mail in your original documents  
 with the application. 

 
q  IRS Pub. 1915 lists phone numbers to call for assistance 
 
q  http://www.irs.gov/individuals/article/0,,id=96304,00.html lists 

acceptance agents in each state that can assist with ITIN’s 
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n  If I am undocumented and working under a SSN that isn’t mine, why 
would I want to file taxes? 

 
q  It’s the law. You still have a filing requirement. The IRS will NOT 

share your information with the immigration authorities. 

q  You may be able to obtain refunds like child tax credit, withholding. 
 
q  You will need a good tax history to help you with a future 

immigration case. 

q  If you file with an ITIN and later get an SSN through a change in 
immigration status, you can amend your past three years returns 
and get the EITC. 

Why is filing status important? 
I don’t have a Social Security Number. What can I do? 

28 

 
Who Gets to Claim the 

Kids? 
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Claiming the Kids  
•  The Dependency Exemption  

 (IRC Sec. 152) 
 
•  Releasing the Dependency Exemption 

 (IRC Sec. 152(e); Treas. Reg. 1.152-4) 
 
•  Revoking the Release of Claim to an Exemption 
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Claiming the Kids 
n  50/50 splits are always a bad idea! 

q  Ask that your client have one extra day- pick the day- and 
put it in the decree. This will ensure your client can get the 
earned income tax credit even if s/he cannot get the 
dependency exemption.  

q  Tell your client to keep a calendar to use as proof. 

n  One parent needs to be able to show that the kids 
resided with him/her more than 50% of the year to 
claim the EITC 

n  or it is possible no one could get the earned income 
tax credit.  
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n  The presumption is that the children reside with the custodial 
parent. 

 
q  HOWEVER- regardless of what the decree says, the real 

issue for the IRS is how many nights the kids lived with each 
parent.  

 
n  We will talk about a “Qualifying child.” This is a tax term. 

There is also something called a “qualifying relative.” 

Claiming the Kids –  
The Dependency Exemption; IRC Sec. 152 
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Claiming the Kids –  
The Dependency Exemption; IRC Sec. 152 

n  If the child’s parents are eligible to claim the child but 
choose not to, no one else can claim the child as a 
qualifying child unless that person’s adjusted gross 
income (“AGI”) is more than the highest AGI of either 
parent. 

n  The children must be related by blood or by law to the 
taxpayer.  (By law includes qualified placement agency 
and court.) 

n  The taxpayer must be older than the child being claimed 
as a qualifying child unless the child is permanently and 
totally disabled. 
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n  The children have to have resided with the taxpayer for more than 
one-half of the year (this does not have be consecutive) (there are 
exceptions for birth, temporary absence, death, and kidnapping).   

n  The children must be younger than age 19 at the close of the 
calendar year or a full-time student who is younger than age 24 at 
the close of the calendar year, or any age if permanently and totally 
disabled.  

n  The child must not have provided more than one-half of her/his own 
support in that calendar year. 

Claiming the Kids –  
The Dependency Exemption; IRC Sec. 152 
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n  The custodial parent has the right to release  
      the dependency exemption unequivocally to the 

non-custodial parent. Think about negotiating 
the circumstances under which the 
dependency exemption will be released 

 
n  The IRS will not determine custody, allocate the 

exemption, or decide if the non-custodial parent 
has “paid enough” child support 

 
n  The regulations specify the form and content of the 

release; the form is 8332. 
 
 

Claiming the Kids –  
Releasing the Dependency Exemption  
(IRC Sec. 152(e); Treas. Reg. 1.152-4) 
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n  For 2009 and subsequent years, new rules 
 allow the custodial parent to revoke  
 release of claim to exemption previously  
 filed on form 8332 or similar form 

 
n  Custodial parent must make a reasonable  

 effort to provide non-custodial parent with  
 written notice in the calendar year in  
 which the revocation is to take effect. 

 
n  The revocation form must be attached  

 to the tax return. 

Claiming the Kids –  
 Revoking the Release of  Claim to an Exemption  
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Tax Credits  

•  Child Tax Credit  
 (IRC Sec. 24) 

 
•  Earned Income Tax Credit (IRC 

Sec. 32) 
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 The child tax credit may be claimed by the taxpayer  
 entitled to claim the dependency exemption, even 

        where the exemption was released to the  
        non-custodial parent 
         

 Child must be under 17 at the end of the  
 calendar year 

 
       Taxpayer can file as “married filing separate” 
 

 Can be refundable for taxpayers who  
 earn more than $3000  

 
  A taxpayer can use an ITIN in order to  

 claim this credit. They can also get ITINs  
 for their children in order to claim this credit.  

 

Child Tax Credit (IRC Sec. 24) 
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n  This is a refundable credit based on  
n  income, filing status,  
n  and number of qualifying children. 

n  Unlike the dependency exemption, the earned income 
tax credit is not transferable. 

n  Taxpayer’s filing status cannot be “married filing 
separate.” 

n  Maximum number of qualifying children for tax years 
2009 - 2012 is 3. 

n  All people listed on the tax return must have a SSN. 
Taxpayers, spouses, and children cannot have ITIN’s 
and claim the EITC. However, they can amend later if 
they obtain SSNs. 

Earned Income Tax Credit (IRC Sec. 32) 
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Spousal Support or Child Support? 
n  Alimony is taxable to the person receiving it 

and is a tax deduction for the person paying 
it. 

n  Child support is not taxable to either party.  

n  Consider the tax implications when deciding 
how much of each to request.  

40 

Spousal Support or Child Support? 
n  The IRS has a definition for Alimony. Does your “spousal 

support” meet that definition?  

n  Highlights of the tax code’s definition: 
q  No joint return 
q  The payment is in cash. 
q  The instrument does not designate the payment as not alimony. 
q  The spouses are not members of the same household at the time 

the payments are made. This requirement applies only if the 
spouses are legally separated under a decree of divorce or 
separate maintenance.  

q  There is no liability to make any payment (in cash or property) 
after the death of the recipient spouse. 

q  The payment is not treated as child support. 
q  Spousal support can came in forms other than cash- Ex: one 

spouse can pay the other’s rent, but only if that spouse does not 
have an independent legal obligation to the landlord/mortgagee. 
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Splitting the Refund 

n  If your DR case is occurring after  
    the parties have filed a joint tax return,  
    but before they have received their refund, consider 

negotiating splitting the refund.  

q  Ask that it be held in an attorney trust account while the 
proceedings are pending to ensure it is not spent by one 
party.  

n  If the clients would benefit from a joint return, but 
separate returns were filed, ask for an order that the 
returns be amended.  
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Splitting the Tax Debt 

n  Make sure you know of all  
    outstanding tax debts so that they can be included 

in the allocation of marital debt.  
q  Tax debts can be very large.  

q  The IRS has more collection options than a regular debt 
collector (Social Security benefits levies, taking future 
refunds, liens); tax debts may be excepted from bankruptcy 
discharge for several years.  

q  The IRS can collect tax debts for up to 10 years after the 
return is filed and the tax is assessed; look back at least 
that far.  
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Splitting the Tax Debt 

n  Determine if the debt is truly a marital debt or 
if your client could apply for innocent or 
injured spouse relief.  

n  If your client can apply for relief, consider 
protecting your client with language in the 
divorce decree that makes OP responsible 
for the tax debt. This language will also help 
your client's tax case.  

44 

 
Writing the Decree 
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Consult with your tax attorney 
n  If you don’t think about taxes until it is time to 

write the decree it is too late! Tax protection 
starts at the interview.  

Consult with your tax 
attorney for language 
that will benefit your 
client in the decree 
(both for the tax case or 
the DR case). 
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Things to Include in the Decree: 

n  Conditions to release the  
    dependency exemption so that  
     custodial parent will sign appropriate tax form. 

n  Number of days with each parent - avoid 50/50. 

n  Allocation of tax debts. 

n  Language to support an innocent spouse claim. 

n  Is Spousal Support Alimony? 
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Post Divorce 
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Signing the Return 
n  The return must be signed or  

 authorized by the taxpayer(s)  
 whose name appears at the  
 top of the return.  This rule  
 applies to electronically filed returns, too. 

 
n  The taxpayer may dispute the signing/authorization of a 

filed return by filing own return, even if the taxpayer had 
$0 income in that year. 
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Racing to File the Return 
n  This arises where one parent files claiming  

 the child(ren) before the other parent files. 
n  Generally prevents the other parent from  

 filing electronically; may trigger an audit  
 of one or both of the taxpayers.  

n  If both parents claim the child(ren), look to  
 the tie-breaker rules (IRC Sec. 152(c)(4)(B): 

q  the credit and exemption are allowed 
 to the parent with whom the child resided the longest in that tax 
year; 

q  if the child resided an equal length of time with each parent during 
the tax year, the credit and exemption are allowed to the parent 
with the highest adjusted gross income. 

q  the release of the dependency exemption does not release the 
earned income tax credit. 
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n  Treas. Reg. Sec, 1.6013-4(d) states:  “If an individual asserts 
and establishes that he or she signed a return under duress, 
the return is not a joint return.  The individual who signed such 
return under duress is not jointly and severally liable for the 
tax shown on the return or any deficiency in tax with respect 
to that return.” 

 
n  Elements of duress, established in Brown v. Commissioner, 

51 T.C. 116 (1968): 
n  the taxpayer was unable to resist the demands of the 

taxpayer’s spouse to sign the joint return; and 
n  the taxpayer would not have signed the joint return absent the 

constraint that the taxpayer’s spouse applied to the taxpayer’s 
will. 

No Joint Return? 
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n  The Tax Court also recognized that threatened 
 breach of maternal bond creates duress, in  
 Stanley v. Commissioner, 81 T.C. 634 (1983):   
 “The special bond between a mother and her  
 children can be even more important to a  
 mother than her physical safety.  We believe  
 petitioner’s testimony that the threat of separation  
 from her children induced her, against her will, to do  
 what George [spouse] told her to do and we find on  
 these facts that this constituted duress.”  

n  Forged signatures are not valid, I.R.M. 25.15.7.11.15.3, but the burden of 
proof is on the taxpayer.  

n  Tacit or implicit consent may be consent to joint return, Heim v. 
Commissioner, 27 T.C. 270 (1956), aff’d, 251 F.2d 44 (8th Cir. 1958).  
Indicia of tacit consent include:  
n  lack of reason for a refusal to sign a joint return 
n  absence of objections of the non-signing spouse 
n  giving tax information to spouse to prepare return 
n  apparent advantage of a joint return 

No Joint Return? 
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Joint Tax Debts? 

n  The tax code provides several alternatives to paying 
a tax debt in full.  These include an offer in 
compromise, an installment agreement, currently not 
collectible status. 

n  It also addresses marital tax debts: 

n  If the opposing spouse didn’t pay tax liabilities 
incurred in the marriage and you contend it is unfair 
to hold your client responsible, consider requesting 
innocent spouse relief 
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n  There are 2 ways tax debts arise: 

q  Understatement:  (deficiency) tax owed as 
determined by IRS audit that is different than amount of 
tax owed as reported on that tax return.  

q  Underpayment: this arises when there is a balance due 
shown on your tax return.  

Relief  From Joint and Several Liability 
 (“Innocent Spouse”) 
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Innocent Spouse, continued 

n  There are three types of innocent spouse 
relief, pursuant to IRC 6015: 

n  6015(b) provides relief where there is an understatement 
of tax by the non-requesting spouse, where the 
requesting spouse did not have reason to know about 
that understatement at the time of signing, all facts and 
circumstances suggest it would be inequitable to hold 
the requesting spouse liable for the tax.  The burden of 
proof is on the requesting spouse.  IRS will issue refunds 
if the requesting spouse wins her claim 
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Innocent Spouse, continued 

n  IRC 6015(c) allocates the liability for the deficiency as 
though the parties filed married filing separately 

n  Requires that the taxpayers no longer be married, be 
legally separated, or not have resided together for 12 
months, burden of proof is on the requesting spouse 

n  Not available if the requested spouse received a tax 
benefit on the original return  

n  No refund is available 
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Innocent Spouse, continued 

n  IRC 6015(f) provides for equitable relief 
where the requesting spouse doesn’t qualify 
for other bases of relief 

n  The IRS issued proposed new rules in 
January but has not published the new rules 
yet 

n  The Innocent Spouse Unit is following the 
proposed rules 
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Innocent Spouse, continued 

n  Significantly, the proposed rules acknowledge the 
role of domestic abuse as a factor. 

n  The proposed rules maintain the equitable nature of 
this relief and include: 

n  Economic hardship, fraud by the non-requesting spouse, actual 
knowledge of the omitted or understated item on the joint return, 
whether there was a reasonable expectation that the NRS would 
pay the tax liability, which spouse was legally obligated to pay the 
debt, whether the requesting spouse is in “tax compliance,” marital 
status at the time of the request, mental or physical health of the 
requesting spouse 

n  Refunds are available 
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Innocent Spouse, continued 

n  When can the taxpayer request relief? 
q  For relief under IRC 6015(b) and (c), the deadline 

to request relief is two years from the date 
collection activity began 

q  The IRS lifted that two year rule for claims under 
6015(f) 

n  Refunds are limited to amounts paid (even 
involuntarily) within two years preceding the 
request for relief 
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Innocent Spouse, continued 

n  PRACTICE TIP! 

n  The IRS will not offset refunds once a request 
for innocent spouse relief is filed! 
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Relief From Joint and Several Liability  
  (“Innocent Spouse”) 

n  The IRS will look at what happened in the 
marriage and will look to the divorce decree 
to determine who owes the tax debt. The 
language in your divorce decree is important 
to the tax case. 

n  The rules regarding innocent spouse relief 
are changing. Talk to a tax attorney for 
details.  
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n  What is it?  If the IRS kept your client’s 
 refund or the client received a Department 

  of Treasury Notice advising of a future offset for  
 a debt that is not your client’s, consider whether your  
 client would qualify for injured spouse relief.  

n  The form to use is form 8379, Injured Spouse Claim.  
n  Statute of Limitations:  There is no statute of limitations for 

requesting injured spouse relief so long as the tax return 
claiming your client’s share of the refund was timely filed.  
See IRM 21.4.6.5.9.8.  

Injured Spouse Claim 
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Injured Spouse, continued 

n  How to qualify for relief: 
q  Your client must have filed a joint return or plan to file 

a joint return with her/his spouse; 
q  Your client does not owe the debt (child support, 

student loan, state tax debt, IRS debt); 
q  Your client earned some of the income reported on the 

return; and 
q  Your client paid some of the tax shown on the joint 

returns through federal income tax withholding or 
refundable credits (earned income tax credit, child tax 
credit, making work pay credit, first time homebuyer 
credit, etc.) 
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Disclosure of Tax Return Information 

n  Can a non-signatory to a tax return obtain 
information from that tax return? 

q  No!  Section 6103 requires all tax return 
information be kept confidential 

n  How to authorize disclosure? 

q  The IRS requires explicit authorization from the 
taxpayer, whether verbal or written on the 
appropriate IRS form (2848, 8821 or 4506)  
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Disclosure, continued 
n  What can be disclosed from a joint  
      return? 

n  To a either signatory on a joint return: 
--only the information that was contained on the original return 
  
--subsequent correspondence from the IRS related to that 
return 
 
--payment information 

n  The IRS will not disclose any information to the co-signor that is 
contained on that individual’s own account for a shared tax year, 
such as wage and income information and address changes 
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Disclosure, continued 

n  What about innocent spouse cases? 

n  The IRS will not disclose location information 
to the non-requesting spouse.  The IRS will 
contact the non-requesting spouse for her/his 
side of the situation.  
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Disclosure, continued 

n  The US Tax Court, the court to which adverse 
determinations are appealed, maintains the 
pleadings in all Tax Court cases.  The pleadings are 
public record and are open for inspection.   

n  The Tax Court is in Washington, D.C. and travels 
around the country for trials. 

n  Caution:  When filing in Tax Court, the petitioner 
must select a city for trial.  This may tip off an abuser 
as to the victim’s location 
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Disclosure, continued 

n  Tax Court Rules require the IRS to  
   notify the non-requesting spouse of the 

innocent spouse claim filed in Tax Court. 

n  The Petitioner’s address may become known 
in order to effectuate service of process, 
where the petitioner is unrepresented. 

n  Tax Court rules allow a litigant to move for a 
protective order. 
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n  Taxpayer Advocate Service 

n  Expedited processing of returns  
n  Bypassing IRS offsets 

 

n  VITA sites 
n  IRS Program partnering with external 

stakeholders to provide free tax return 
preparation assistance 

Tax Time Issues/Assistance 
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n  Helpful websites include:   
 

q  The IRS:  www.irs.gov  
q  The Tax Court:  www.ustaxcourt.gov  
q  The ABA: www.abanet.org/tax 
 

n  Remember to consult with the tax 
practitioner in your program! 

n  See IRS Publication 4134: 
http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p4134.pdf  

         for a list of low-income tax clinics 
 

Resources 
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Questions? 
 

For additional information and assistance, contact the Consumer Rights for 
Domestic Violence Survivors Initiative, a project of  the Center for Survivor 
Agency and Justice.: 
 

info@csaj.org   |  301.915.0160  |  www.crdvsi.wordpress.com 
 
 




